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Retreat in Taman Negara To Re-Energize Teamwork
In today’s challenging time of global economic uncertainties, we witness businesses plateau, markets stifle and
competition intensifies. Such challenges demand that organisations focus on all-staff integration and getting
everyone on the same page. As the K-One Group stands on the cusp of business diversification and imminent
new business launch of Co-Working Space, amongst others, it is in the best interest of both our customers and
staff that we steer our staff toward a culture of constant innovation and progress. Investments toward staff
engagement would enable our staff to gain fresh perspectives of the Group’s business which incidentally
would help secure 100% buy-in from every one.
The K-One Group’s Management is dedicated to come alongside our staff to partner each one in their growth
as we belief that they are the souls of the Company. On 5-7 October 2016, fifty five staff from the Petaling
Jaya Headquarters and the Ipoh plants gathered in Taman Negara, Pahang to “play” together, to appreciate
each other and to foster teamwork. The Group’s commitment to take 3 days off for rejuvenation and reengagement was purported to engineer a paradigm shift to achieve renewed positive orientation toward self,
teamwork and the community.

K-One Group staff from diversed backgrounds and locations coming together

The K-One Group’s Chairman, Mr. Edwin Lim, in his welcome speech, encouraged everyone to let their hair
down and enjoy themselves. It was gratifying indeed being given this hiatus from work and over and above,
being encouraged to enjoy the uninterrupted time to chill out without inhibition.

Welcome speech by the Group’s Chairman, Mr. Edwin Lim

All smiles and cheers

Event briefing by the retreat facilitator

The retreat was facilitated by Mr. Jeffrey Tan and his team of four assistant facilitators. Jeffrey, a Certified
Master Practitioner of Neuro-Linguistic Programming (NLP) and Train-The-Creator Accelerated Programme
(TTCA) trainer has more than 16 years of active involvement in coaching and facilitating team building,
leadership and personal development programmes.

Orchestrating trust, openness and co-operation during the team activities

Activities amidst the lush tropical rainforest of Taman Negara

Chill out time in the night

The retreat helped as a vehicle to forge rapport among our diversed staff from multiple work locations. It
provided an ideal platform for social cohesion, integrates new staff with the veterans, celebrate successes
together and redefined our core values again.
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Creating a pause within a regular workday helps to create a healthy pace for our work lives. The uninterrupted
time to recharge, reflect and reboot, helped everyone to be re-inspired, discover more about themselves and
stay enthused with their personal lives and professional working lives. This retreat has helped each and every
staff to identify ways in which the Group commits to enrich the staffs’ professional working lives as well as
their personal lives.
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For the Group to continue to deliver at a new level of business complexity and performance, it is vital that our
staff are inspired, happy and connected. The retreat inevitably helped bridge the gap between our people and
the corporate vision - sharpening our focus, clarified our priorities, boosted everyone’s morale and most
importantly engendering a strong personal connection with the Group’s vision and objectives!

We did it. We are One. K-One!
Invited guests

